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Introduction
In the months following stroke, a critical question is how 
does functional recovery happen and how does rehabilitation 
training accelerate the process of functional recovery? Evi-
dence from animal (Nakagomi et al., 2009; Ziemka-Nalecz 
and Zalewska, 2012) and human (Ward, 2011) studies sug-
gests that neurogenesis and brain reorganization may play 
a role in functional recovery (Fridman et al., 2004). Brain 
reorganization includes changes in sensory and motor areas 
(Seitz et al., 2005) that enable new functions or compensate 
for lost functions following stroke (Li et al., 2014). After 
stroke, the ipsilesional primary motor cortex (M1) generates 
less transcallosal inhibition (Shimizu et al., 2002; Stinear et 
al., 2008). This may contribute to increased excitability and 
reduced intracortical inhibition in the contralesional M1 
(Butefisch et al., 2003), which are changes associated with 
reduced functional recovery (Hummel and Cohen, 2005). 
Thus, a key question arises; after rehabilitation training, is 
cortical reorganization of decreased excitability in the con-
tralesional M1 related to enhanced functional recovery?

Mental practice (MP) is a new and economical mental 
training intervention in which individuals imagine per-
forming a given task. Motor imagery (MI) has been used to 
specifically describe this mental task (Schuster et al., 2011). 
Several investigators have recently proposed that MP com-

bined with MI could serve as a therapeutic tool to improve 
a patient’s motor performance (Jackson et al., 2004). How-
ever, cortical changes are rarely reported after performing 
MP coupled with physical practice (PP), and there is little 
research on the relationship between cortical reorganization 
and functional outcomes after MP training.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) can re-
veal changes in the contralesional and ipsilesional motor 
cortex, and can provide a relatively objective evaluation for 
functional recovery after rehabilitation training (Kimberley 
et al., 2008; Kwon et al., 2013). There is controversy around 
cortical changes during the movement execution (ME) and 
MI task performed with the affected hand after stroke. Kim 
et al. (2004) found the ME task elicited M1 and primary 
somatosensory cortex (S1) activation bilaterally. Similarly, 
Butefisch and colleagues (Butefisch et al., 2005) found the 
ME task could activate the pre-motor cortex and M1 bilater-
ally. Additionally, the MI task has been shown to follow the 
same “rules” as the ME task that influences motor behavior 
(Parsons et al., 1995; Jeannerod and Frak, 1999). A signifi-
cant increase in fMRI signal intensity was observed in M1 
and S1 cortex during the MI task of a finger to thumb oppo-
sition (Porro et al., 1996). Moreover, the same task induced 
activation of M1 and premotor cortex (Roth et al., 1996). 
Activation of the ipsilesional S1 and M1 cortex (Lang et al., 
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1996) and contralesional cerebellum (Luft et al., 1998) have 
been reported during the MI task. 

In the current study, it was hypothesized that changes in 
brain activation of the S1 and M1 cortex during the MI task 
would be correlated with hand functional recovery after MP 
training. fMRI was used to investigate brain-activated re-

gions involved in the MI task of thumb to palm opposition, 
and Fugl-Meyer assessment of hand function was evaluated.

Subjects and Methods
Subjects
All 15 subjects were right-handed as assessed by the Edin-

Figure 1 Functional MRI paradigm of motor execution (ME) and motor imagery (MI) tasks.
The total experiment included two runs, one run for the MI task and one run for the ME task. Each run was 6 minutes 24 seconds, and divided into a 
24-second preparatory stage and a 6-minute task stage. During each run, subjects received auditory prompts every 30 seconds, asking them to either 
rest or to perform the MI/ME task of thumb-to-palm opposition with the affected hand, and always starting from rest. Min: Minute; s (sec): second.

Table 1 Clinical data of all subjects

Subjects Age (year) Sex Time since stroke (month) Lesion location Fugl-Meyer score before training

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8
T9
T10
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

41
48
43
46
39
44
52
42
47
52
39
48
45
50
43

F
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
M
M

1.0
1.2
1.5
2.5
1.0
0.8
0.6
1.8
3.0
2.7
1.1
1.5
2.0
2.8
0.9

L, lateral ventricle
L, centrum ovale
L, basal ganglia
L, basal ganglia
L, lateral ventricle
L, lateral ventricle
L, lateral ventricle
L, lateral ventricle
L, centrum ovale
L, centrum ovale
L, centrum ovale
L, centrum ovale
L, basal ganglia
L, basal ganglia
L, lateral ventricle

3
7
4
5
3
11
9
4
5
4
4
9
5
4
7

F: Female; M: male; L: left side; T: treatment group; C: control group.
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burgh scale (Oldfield, 1971) and gave written consent in 
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Ethical approval 
was given by the China Rehabilitation Research Center Eth-
ics Committee, China. Stroke was diagnosed according to 
the criteria of the Fourth National Academic Conference on 
Cerebrovascular Disease in 1995. 

Inclusion criteria
Inclusion criteria included a first-ever subcortical stroke with 
neurological deficits affecting the right hand (nadir hand 
function level beyond Brunnstrom stage IV) and no signif-
icant cognitive impairment. Additionally, subjects had to 
pass the kinesthetic and visual imagery questionnaire (KVIQ 
score ≥ 25 scores) (Malouin et al., 2007) and the Chaotic 
Motor Imagery Assessment (CMIA) (Simmons et al., 2008). 

Exclusion criteria
Exclusion criteria were in accordance with those used by Shar-
ma et al. (2009), which consisted of carotid artery stenosis/
occlusion, persistent language deficit, neglect/inattention, sig-
nificant renal/liver disease, treatment with selective serotonin 
reuptake inhibitors/benzodiazepines, visual impairment, de-
pression, left-handedness, significant small vessel disease on 
routine CT, and contraindications to MRI.

Grouping
Using the above inclusion and exclusion criteria, 10 sub-
jects (two females; average age, 45.80 ± 4.43 years; average 
duration from stroke, 1.61 ± 0.85 months; average score 
for Fugl-Meyer assessment before training, 5.5 ± 2.7) were 
randomly screened as the treatment group that underwent 
MP combined with PP training. Five age-matched subjects 
according to the above inclusion and exclusion criteria (one 
female; age, 45.0 ± 4.3 years; average duration from stroke, 
1.66 ± 0.76 months; average score for Fugl-Meyer assess-
ment before training, 5.8 ± 2.2) were randomly selected as 
the control group and subsequently underwent PP training. 
The clinical data for all subjects is presented in Table 1.

fMRI and Fugl-Meyer assessment
Subjects who were able to perform MI undertook the re-
mainder of the examination with fMRI and Fugl-Meyer 
assessment 2 days before training (baseline measurement 
point). The intervention was conducted once each working 
day for 4 weeks. Except for the CMIA (outcome measure 
point), examinations including fMRI and Fugl-Meyer assess-
ment were performed on the last treatment day or the day 
after fMRI and Fugl-Meyer assessment, and were performed 
after 4 weeks of training by the same examiners who admin-
istered them before training. The examiners were blinded to 
all participant group assignments.

Intervention
Control group subjects underwent PP training and used 
the Neurodevelopmental Treatment-Bobath (NDT-Bobath) 
method (Bobath, 1990). PP training was implemented for 45 
minutes each weekday, for 4 weeks. The exercises concentrated 

on hand movements that were intended to maintain a range 
of motion, induce isolated hand movement, elicit grasping 
and gripping, and promote refined activity training.

The treatment group underwent MP combined with MI 
(MP + MI) training in addition to PP training. MP + MI 
training specifically refers to MP focused on the mental 
rehearsal of MI contents with the goal of improving mo-
tor performance. The MP + MI training method used was 
similar to the method of Simmons et al. (2008). Each MP 
+ MI session was performed by adopting the appropriate 
position, followed by explanation of rules and instructions 
by the physiotherapist, and then performance of the re-
quired tasks by the subjects. For a MP + MI session, subjects 
sat in a chair at a table with hips, knees, and ankles at 90°, 
and adopted a hand position appropriate to the task to be 
imagined during training. The rules of the MI task were ex-
plained as imagining in the first person. MP + MI training 
was also implemented for 45 minutes each weekday, for 4 
weeks. Each day, MP + MI training included three sessions 
with a 5-minute break between the two types. In the MP + 
MI training sessions, the participant imagined themselves 
performing an instructed movement without actually per-
forming the movement. The participant received the follow-
ing instructions before each session: “During this session 
there are some MI activities including flexion/extension of 
the thumb, abduction/adduction of all digits, making a fist/
spreading the hand, moving extended fingers backwards and 
forwards, moving the hand between the ulnar and radial 
deviation that you are going to imagine doing with your pa-
retic hand.” Each MI activity was performed as follows: first, 
the physiotherapist explained the MI task to be imagined by 
the subject and then asked the subject to imagine two times. 
Second, subjects used the non-paretic hand to physically 
perform the task twice. Third, subjects imagined the task us-
ing the non-paretic hand. The instructions given were, “Close 
your eyes. Concentrate on your hand, but do not move it. 
Concentrate on how it feels just resting there. Do not move 
your fingers, hand, or arm. Just imagine it and do not move 
anything. Open your eyes when you have done this action 
two times.” Last, subjects imagined the MI task using their 
paretic hand three times. The same verbal instructions were 
given for the paretic hand and the non-paretic hand.

Assessment of hand function
Hand function was measured using the hand section of the 
Fugl-Meyer assessment scale (Fugl-Meyer et al., 1975). Each 
task in the Fugl-Meyer assessment is scored on a 3-point ordi-
nal scale (0 = cannot perform; 2 = can perform fully), and all 
items are summed to provide a total score (maximum = 20). 
The Fugl-Meyer assessment has high test-retest reliability (to-
tal = 0.98–0.99 scores; subtests = 0.87–1.00 scores), inter-rater 
reliability, and construct validity (Duncan et al., 1983). An ex-
perienced examiner blinded to each participant’s intervention 
determined the Fugl-Meyer assessment score.

fMRI paradigm of thumb to palm opposition
The task in the fMRI experiment included a block design 
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Table 2 Comparison of activated regions before and after training in the two groups

Group Task contrast Region Cluster size (pixel)

Coordinate (mm)

Peak TX Y Z

MP+PP

PP

Pre-ME > rest

Pre-MI > rest

Post-ME > rest

Post-MI > rest

Pre-ME > rest

Pre-MI > rest

Post-ME > rest

Post-MI > rest

Postcentral_L
Cingulate gyrus
cingulate_R_A
Precentral_R
Frontal _R_I
Postcentral_L
Temporal_R_I
Rolandic_L
Sub-Gyral_L
Frontal_L_I
Precentral_R
Supramarginal_R
Temporal_R_S
Parietal_L_I
Postcentral_L
Temporal gyrus_S
Sub-Gyal_L
Parietal_L_I
Postcentral_L
Frontal _R_I
Precentral_R
Parietal_R_I
Precentral_R
Postcentral_L
Temporal_L_S
Temporal_R_S
Frontal_R_I
Precentral_R

495
690
57
212
152
702
355
119
341
77
191
33
243
111
29
95
772
199
655
259
363
96
207
588
102
123
208
191

–54
3
9
63
57
–51
45
–51
–24
–48
54
69
57
–51
–63
–39
–18
–42
–51
–36
60
57
63
–48
–66
66
42
33

–21
–9
27
3
9
–21
–39
–3
–18
42
9
–27
–3
–48
–18
–48
21
–36
–24
–36
3
–54
–6
–12
–15
–42
9
3

54
27
27
27
27
45
–24
6
42
12
39
21
–3
51
33
12
36
30
60
–9
24
48
39
48
9
21
21
33

22.41
14.51
12.26
49.27
14.89
38.69
26.14
20.17
26.63
15.68
11.89
12.83
6.34
11.83
9.79
6.83
31.22
17.30
15.96
40.92
20.26
15.52
13.95
23.67
17.42
8.86
8.34
7.92

FDR corrected: P < 0.05; MP: mental practice; PP: physical practice; L: left; R: right; A: anterior; I: inferior; S: superior; ME: motor execution; MI: 
motor imagery; Pre: before training; Post: after training.

Table 3 Activated regions for ME/MI task before training and after training in the two groups

Group Task contrast Region Cluster size (pixel)

Coordinate (mm)

Peak TX Y Z

MP+PP vs. PP

MP+PP

PP

ME: Post_MP+PP > Post_PP

MI: Post_MP+PP > Post_PP 

ME: Post > Pre
 

MI: Post > Pre

ME: Post > Pre

MI: Post > Pre

Cerebellum_R
Temporal_Mid_R
Postcentral_L
Inferior Frontal_L
Angular_L
Angular_R
Inferior Frontal _R
Middle Frontal_R
Sub-Gyral_L 
Superior Frontal_L
Supp_Motor_Area_L
Postcentral_L
Supramarginal_R
Angular_R
Cerebellum_R
Cerebellum_L
Inferior Temporal_L
Sub-Gyral_L
Corpus callosum
Angular_R
Postcentral_L
Postcentral_R
SupraMarginal_L
Occipital_R
Pons_L

75
22
42
37
24
46
58
36
47
29
14
13
26
64
44
25
33
32
30
33
18
12
37
13
16

33
48
–57
–39
–33
60
60
36
–24
–6
0
–51
60
54
15
–18
–39
–24
3
60
–63
65
–63
24
–15

–66
–30
–12
15
–66
–57
–57
54
–12
27
21
–6
–48
–63
–33
–33
–42
–9
24
–57
–12
–3
–51
–96
–27

–48
–3
33
9
45
33
33
21
42
51
57
24
30
36
–27
–24
–15
36
9
24
36
36
30
27
–27

3.27
2.57
3.05
3.24
2.40
5.17
3.92
2.97
3.85
3.06
2.64
2.60
3.21
3.11
5.20
4.31
4.44
3.60
3.07
2.80
2.71
2.08
3.42
3.16
3.44

FDR corrected: P < 0.05; MP: mental practice; PP: physical practice; L: left; R: right; ME: motor execution; MI: motor imagery; Pre: before training; 
Post: after training.
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with auditory-paced (1 Hz) movements in which the thumb 
touched the palm in an opposition sequence (Baeck et al., 
2012). The task duration was 6 minutes 24 seconds. All sub-
jects performed the ME/MI task with the affected right hand 
inside a magnetic resonance (MR) scanner, and following a 
brief familiarization period. A control condition, in which 
subjects did not move and remained at rest, was included 
in the task. The two blocks were each run twice, with the 
MI task performed first and the ME task performed second 
(Sharma et al., 2008). During each run, subjects received au-
ditory prompts every 30 seconds, asking them to either rest 
or to perform the thumb-to-palm opposition task with the 
affected hand, and always starting from rest.

For the affected right hand MI paradigm, subjects were 
instructed to mentally rehearse thumb-to-palm opposition 
movements by a pre-recorded voice that said “imagery”, and 
to change to the rest condition when the voice said “rest”. 
Auditory prompts were presented through sound-insulated 
earphones connected to the computer’s audio output. The 
imagery condition was then tested against the rest condi-
tion. For the rest control condition, subjects were instructed 
not to imagine anything. The subjects alternated between 
imagery and rest tasks for 6 cycles beginning with the rest 
task. Data for the imagery and rest conditions were obtained 
within 30 seconds of one another (Figure 1). 

fMRI scanning was first performed with the MI task fol-
lowed by the ME task. For the affected hand (right hand) 
ME paradigm, subjects were instructed to perform the 

Figure 2 Comparison of pre-training and post-training Fugl-Meyer 
assessment scores for hand function between the treatment group 
receiving MP combined with PP training (MP + PP) and the control 
group receiving PP training alone (PP).
Data are expressed as mean ± SD. A paired t-test showed post-training 
Fugl-Meyer assessment scores were higher than pre-training Fugl-Meyer 
assessment scores in the two groups (**P < 0.01). A two-sample t-test 
showed post-training Fugl-Meyer assessment scores in the MP + PP 
group were higher than post-training Fugl-Meyer assessment scores 
in the PP group (*P < 0.05). MP: Mental practice; PP: physical prac-
tice; pre-FMA: pre-training Fugl-Meyer assessment score; post-FMA: 
post-training Fugl-Meyer assessment score.

MP+PP

12.5

10.0

7.5

5.0

2.5

0

pre-FMA
post-FMA

PP

** *

**

FM
A 

(s
co

re
)

requested movement by a pre-recorded voice that said “mo-
tion”, and to change to the rest condition when the voice said 
“rest”. Subjects were instructed to alternate between motion 
and rest conditions for 6 cycles, beginning with the motion 
condition. Data for the motion and rest conditions were 
obtained within 30 seconds of one another (Figure 1). The 
entire functional scanning run lasted approximately 15 min-
utes. During fMRI scanning, room lights were dimmed and 
subject’s eyes were closed. 

fMRI parameters
A 1.5 T General Electric Signa scanner (Signa; General Elec-
tric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA) equipped with a 
transmit-receive body coil and a commercial eight-element 
head coil array was used to obtain blood oxygenation level de-
pendent (BOLD) contrast for each participant. T2*-weighted 
echo planar imaging was used for fMRI acquisition. The fol-
lowing acquisition parameters were used in the fMRI proto-
col: echo time (TE) = 40 ms, repetition time (TR) = 3,000 ms, 
field of view (FOV) = 24 cm, acquisition matrix = 64 × 64. 
Using a mid-sagittal scout image, 24 contiguous axial slices 
with a 5-mm thickness were placed along the anterior-poste-
rior commissure plane to cover the entire brain.

Image analysis
The general linear model in statistical parametric mapping 
8 (SPM8) implemented in MATLAB was used to perform 
whole-brain image analysis (Baeck et al., 2012). To adjust for 
residual head movement, functional images were realigned 
to the first image. The realigned images were then spatially 
normalized to fit the Montreal Neurological Institute tem-
plate based on the standard stereotaxic coordinate system. 
Additionally, a mask of each participant’s stroke lesion was 
drawn and normalized to the data using a model created 
from the participant’s T1-weighted anatomical scans (Brett 
et al., 2001). All images were subsequently smoothed with an 
isotropic Gaussian kernel having a full width of 8 mm at half 
maximum. SPM8 was used for statistical analysis of prepro-
cessed MRI data on a voxel-by-voxel basis. To identify which 
cerebral networks were activated under ME and MI, we ana-
lyzed the BOLD response under ME/MI conditions. For each 
subject, a boxcar model convolved with the hemodynamic 
response function was applied to the fMRI time series at 
each voxel, and t-maps for contrast ME/MI minus rest were 
computed. Clusters with < 10 voxels were ignored.

Statistical analysis
Data are expressed as mean ± SD. SPSS 17.0 software (SPSS, 
Chicago, IL, USA) was used to perform all statistical analy-
ses. Hand function before and after training in each group 
was compared using paired t-tests. A two-sample t-test was 
used to compare hand function between treatment and con-
trol groups. Before training and after training, a one-sample 
t-test was used to compare fMRI data between the ME/MI 
task vs rest in each group. A paired t-test was used to com-
pare fMRI data between post-training with pre-training data 
in each group and a two-sample t-test was used to compare 
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Figure 3 Average brain activation maps contrasted from motor execution (ME) and motor imagery (MI) minus rest in the two groups before 
and after training.
The eight images (A–H) are cross-sectional images at the MNI coordinate of z from the 32 to 44 mm level. The color in the images represents the 
activation intensity. Color changes from red to yellow represent increasing activity intensity. (A) Before training, the treatment group (MP + PP) 
receiving mental practice (MP) combined with physical practice (PP) training during the ME task showed increased activation intensity in the left 
primary somatosensory cortex (S1), the cingulate gyrus, and right anterior cingulate area. (B) After training, the treatment group during the ME task 
showed increased left S1 activation intensity. (C) Before training, the treatment group during the MI task showed increased activation intensity in 
the right primary motor cortex (M1) and inferior frontal operculum. (D) After training, the treatment group showed decreased activation intensity 
in the right M1, but increased activation intensity in the left S1 during the MI task. (E) Before training, the control group (PP) receiving PP training 
during the ME task showed increased activation intensity in the left S1 and inferior parietal cortex. (F) After training, the control group showed 
increased activation intensity in the right inferior parietal cortex, right M1, and left S1 during the ME task. (G) Before training, the control group 
showed increased activation intensity in the right inferior frontal cortex and right M1 during the MI task. (H) After training, the control group 
showed increased activation intensity in the left and right superior temporal gyrus, left inferior frontal gyrus, and right M1 during the MI task.

   Pre_ME MP+PP                                                                                                       Post_ME MP+PP

   Pre_MI MP+PP                                                                                                       Post_MI MP+PP

   Pre_ME PP                                                                                                             Post_ME PP  

   Pre_MI PP                                                                                                              Post_MI PP

A B

C D

E F

G H

fMRI data between the treatment and control groups. Sta-
tistical significance was accepted at P < 0.05. Correction for 
multiple comparisons was performed using a false discovery 
rate (FDR) of 0.05. A Pearson rank correlation analysis was 
performed between the post- and pre-training activation 
intensity (T value) of the ipsilesional (left) S1 and contral-
esional (right) M1 during the ME/MI task, and the post- 
and pre-training Fugl-Meyer assessment score. A correlation 
with a P value < 0.05 was considered significant.

Results
Effect of MP combined with PP training on hand function 
of stroke patients 
There was no significant difference in the Fugl-Meyer as-
sessment score between groups before training. However, 
a paired t-test showed a significant difference between pre- 
and post-training Fugl-Meyer assessment scores for both 

groups (P < 0.01; Figure 2), in which the Fugl-Meyer as-
sessment score increased after training. Furthermore, the 
Fugl-Meyer assessment score was higher in the treatment 
group that had performed MP combined with PP training 
compared with the control group that had performed only 
PP training (P < 0.05; Figure 2).

Effect of MP combined with PP training on brain 
activation of stroke patients
Comparison of ME/MI task vs. rest before and after training, 
and comparison of ME and MI task between before and after 
training in the treatment group
The main effect of the ME and MI tasks before and after 
training is shown in Table 2 and Figure 3. Before training, 
the treatment group during the ME task showed increased 
activity in left S1, the cingulate gyrus, and right anterior 
cingulate area (Figure 3A). After 4 weeks of combined MP-
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MI and PP training, left S1 activation intensity (T value) 
increased, whereas right inferior temporal operculum and 
left rolandic operculum were found to be inactive (Figure 
3B). Before training, the treatment group showed increased 
activity in the right M1 and inferior frontal operculum 
during the MI task (Figure 3C). After 4 weeks of combined 
MP-MI and PP training, the activation intensity (T value) in 
the right M1 cortex was less compared with before training. 
The brain regions activated during the MI task after train-
ing were the left S1, right supramarginal gyrus and superior 
temporal gyrus, left sub-gyral and inferior parietal, and the 
superior temporal gyrus (Figure 3D).

Comparison of ME/MI task vs. rest before and after training, 
and comparison of ME and MI task between before and after 
training in the control group
Before training, the control group showed increased activ-
ity in the left S1, left sub-gyral, and inferior parietal cortex 
during the ME task (Figure 3E). After 4 weeks of PP train-
ing, the regions activated during the ME task were the right 
inferior parietal cortex, right M1, and left S1 cortex (Figure 
3F). For the left S1, the activation intensity during the ME 
task was higher compared with before training. Before train-
ing, the control group showed activation in the right inferior 
frontal cortex and the right M1 during the MI task (Figure 
3G). The activated regions during the MI task following 4 
weeks of PP training were the left and right superior tem-
poral gyrus, the left inferior frontal gyrus, and the right M1 
(Figure 3H).

Comparison of the ME and MI tasks before training between 
the treatment group and the control group, and comparison of 
the ME and MI tasks after training in the two groups
Before training, there were no suprathreshold activated clus-
ters for the two groups during the ME and MI task (FDR 
corrected P < 0.05). After training, activated regions during 
the ME task were more highly activated in the treatment 
group compared with the control group (FDR corrected P < 
0.05; Table 3). Activated regions included the right cerebel-
lum, right temporal gyrus, left inferior frontal gyrus, and left 
S1 (Figure 4A). Activated regions during the MI task were 
more highly activated in the treatment group compared with 
the control group (FDR corrected P < 0.05; Table 3). Acti-
vated regions included the right angular gyrus, right inferior 
frontal gyrus, right middle frontal gyrus, left sub-gyral, left 
superior frontal gyrus, and left supplementary motor area 
(Figure 4B).

In the treatment group, the regions activated during the 
ME task showed higher activity after training compared with 
before training (FDR corrected P < 0.05; Table 3). These re-
gions were the left S1, right supramarginal gyrus, and right 
angular gyrus (Figure 4C). The regions activated during the 
MI task showed higher activity after training compared with 
before training (FDR corrected P < 0.05; Table 3), which 
were mainly the cerebellum bilaterally, left inferior temporal 
gyrus, left sub-gyral gyrus, right angular gyrus, corpus callo-
sum, and S1 bilaterally (Figure 4D).

In the control group, the regions activated during the ME 
task showed higher activity after training compared with 
before training (FDR corrected P < 0.05; Table 3), mainly in 
the left supramarginal gyrus and right occipital lobe (Figure 
4E). The regions activated in the MI task showed higher 
activity after training compared with before training (FDR 
corrected P < 0.05; Table 3), and mainly in the left pons 
(Figure 4F). 

Correlation between fMRI activation intensity and Fugl-Meyer 
assessment score
Among regions activated during the ME and MI task with the 
affected right hand for both groups, increased activation in-
tensity (T value) in the left S1 between pre- and post-training 
was positively correlated with Fugl-Meyer assessment score 
in the treatment group (ME: r = 0.732, P = 0.016; Figure 5A; 
MI: r = 0.695, P = 0.026; Figure 5B). However, the increase 
in activation intensity in left S1 with the affected right hand 
during the ME task between pre- and post-training was not 
correlated with Fugl-Meyer assessment score in the control 
group (r = 0.577, P = 0.308), and there was no significant 
increase in S1 activation in the control group during the MI 
task when post-training was compared with pre-training. 
Decreased activation intensity in the right M1 during the 
MI task with the affected right hand for post-training minus 
pre-training was negatively correlated with Fugl-Meyer as-
sessment score in the treatment group (r = −0.644, P = 0.044; 
Figure 5C). Additionally, decreased activation intensity in the 
right M1 for post-training minus pre-training was not cor-
related with Fugl-Meyer assessment score in the control group 
(r = −0.289, P = 0.638; Figure 5D). 

Discussion
The effect of hand function recovery
Reorganization in the nervous system following stroke re-
mains a critical issue for stroke survivors, as some degree 
of functional recovery is possible (Twitchell, 1965). Spe-
cifically, adaptive rehabilitation methods have been shown 
to assist in brain reorganization and recovery of lost skills 
(Grefkes et al., 2010), and neural reorganization itself is a 
critical component of stroke rehabilitation (Mintzopou-
los et al., 2009). Clinical imaging findings confirmed that 
motor functional recovery after stroke correlated with ac-
tivity changes in M1, and other cortical regions related to 
motor processing (Weiller et al., 2006). Thus, by comparing 
fMRI images obtained during MI and ME tasks during 
different stroke rehabilitation periods, the regions involved 
and changes in brain activity can be obtained. Unlike PP 
training, MP in principle is not dependent on residual 
function but still incorporates voluntary drive. In patients 
with stroke, MP performed with MI may therefore pro-
vide a substitute for ME as a means to activate the motor 
network (Sharma et al., 2006). MP performed with MI has 
emerged as a non-invasive strategy that has been shown to 
improve functioning of the affected arm, even years after 
stroke (Page et al., 2009). Jackson et al. (2001) considered 
that MP alone is used as supplementary method and is 
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combined with other traditional rehabilitation trainings in 
patients with stroke. The combination of MP and PP may 
be effective in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease and the 
implementation of this treatment regimen extends practice 
time with negligible risk and low cost (Tamir et al., 2007). 
The results of a systematic literature review show that those 
successful MP interventions were added after PP training 
(Schuster et al., 2011). The current study compared the 
effects of MP combined with PP training and PP training 
alone on hand recovery in patients exhibiting stable right 
hemi-paresis. Furthermore, consistent with our hypotheses, 
the Fugl-Meyer assessment score after MP combined with 
PP training was higher compared with after PP training 
alone, which suggests decreased functional limitation and 
impairment in the affected right hand.

Changes in ipsilesional (left) S1 activation in the two 
groups using the affected right hand during the ME task
Our results showed that left S1 activation intensity in the 
two groups using the affected right hand during the ME 
task increased more after training compared with before 
training. Carey et al. (2002) previously studied individu-
als with chronic stroke, who showed improved tracking 
accuracy after receiving intensive tracking training. This 
improvement was accompanied by brain cortical reorga-
nization that was apparent in the treatment group with 
increased activation in the left S1. Moreover, in the present 
study, increased activation intensity in the left S1 was cor-
related with hand function recovery that followed MP+PP 
training. However after PP training alone, increased activa-
tion intensity in S1 was not correlated with hand function 
recovery. Thus, increased activation in the left S1 cortex 
played an important role in improving hand function after 
MP training. The S1 is involved in learning novel motor 
skills (Luft et al., 2004). Moreover, a wide range of plastic 
changes has been shown to take place in ipsilesional corti-
cal regions after stroke (Ward, 2005). Thus, the integrity of 
these areas and their corticospinal output are clearly im-
portant for functional recovery (Ward, 2011). Overall, the 
results show that the left S1 is involved in brain functional 
reorganization, as represented by enhanced activation in-
tensity associated with sensory information concerning 
motor processes.

Changes in ipsilesional (left) S1 activation and 
contralesional (right) M1 activation in the two groups 
using the affected right hand during the MI task
After training, the left S1 was active when the affected right 
hand was used during the MI task. Right M1 activation in-
tensity decreased with the affected right hand after MP + PP 
training. Puh et al. (2007) showed that contralesional M1 
activation decreased from 3 weeks to 3 months after injury. 
The current study showed a decline in right M1 activation 
after 4 weeks. This suggests that MP+PP training might 
accelerate the process of contralesional M1 functional reor-
ganization. Moreover, increased activation intensity in the 
left S1 correlated with hand function recovery. Additionally, 

decreased activation intensity in the right M1 correlated 
with improved hand function after MP+PP training. How-
ever, there was a small decrease in activation in the right M1 
after PP training alone. There was no correlation between 
decreased M1 activation and Fugl-Meyer assessment score in 
the control group. Thus, as left S1 activation increased and 
right M1 activation decreased, hand functional recovery im-
proved after MP training. Increased left S1 activation played 
a greater role in functional reorganization, which allowed 
improvement in hand function after MP training. This is in 
agreement with Jang’s hypothesis that hand motor function 
associated with infarcted M1 can reorganize into S1 (Jang et 
al., 2005).

Changes in contralesional (right) cerebellum activation in 
the treatment group using the affected right hand during 
the MI task
MI was able to activate the left S1 to the same degree as 
the ME task with the affected right hand, although activa-
tion intensity of the left S1 during the MI task was weaker 
compared with that during the ME task. Similar to ME, in-
creased left S1 activation correlated with hand function re-
covery in stroke patients. Moreover, the results also showed 
that after 4 weeks of training using the affected right hand 
during MI, the right cerebellum was activated. Fujii and 
Nakada (2003) showed that functional reorganization in 
the left hemisphere involved the left M1 and S1 activation 
and right cerebellum activation, which was associated with 
better functional recovery. Small et al. (2002) also showed 
that patients with good recovery had clear changes in cer-
ebellar hemisphere activation contralateral to the injured 
corticospinal tract, which were related to hemodynamic 
changes such as diaschisis, or to the definite role of the 
cerebellum in motor skill learning. Based on these results, 
we suggest that MP+PP training promoted decreased right 
M1 activation, increased left S1 activation, and increased 
right cerebellum activation. Reorganization in these re-
gions correlated with hand function recovery in our stroke 
patients.

Changes in corpus callosum activation in the treatment 
group using the affected right hand during the MI task
The corpus callosum, which is the largest white matter 
structure in the human brain connecting the cerebral hemi-
spheres, was activated during the MI task in the affected 
right hand after training. The corpus callosum plays a cru-
cial role in maintaining independent processing in the hemi-
spheres and in integrating information between hemispheres 
(Takeuchi et al., 2012). The timing and accuracy of bimanual 
motor tasks are thought to be predominantly programmed 
by one of the hemispheres. To monitor the activity of motor 
regions of the opposite hemisphere, an efference copy of the 
planned motor program is sent to the opposite hemisphere 
through the corpus callosum allowing for optimal timing 
of movements in both hands (Liuzzi et al., 2011). Thus, the 
corpus callosum might be involved in functional recovery of 
the hand.
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Figure 4 Average brain activation maps derived from the comparison of motor execution (ME) and motor imagery (MI) between groups 
(post-training) and within groups (post-training minus pre-training).
Clusters with significant differences were overlapped on render views (posterior, on the left; anterior, on the right (row 1), right, on the left; left, 
on the right (row 2), inferior, on the left; superior, on the right (row 3). The color in the image represents activated intensity. Red to yellow rep-
resents higher activation intensity. (A) After training, activation intensity in the right cerebellum, right temporal gyrus, left inferior frontal gyrus, 
and left primary somatosensory cortex (S1) was higher in the treatment group (MP + PP) receiving mental practice (MP) combined with physical 
practice (PP) training, compared with the control group receiving PP training during the ME task. (B) After training, the activation intensity of 
the right angular gyrus, right inferior frontal gyrus, right middle frontal gyrus, left superior frontal gyrus, and left supplementary motor area in 
the treatment group was higher compared with the control group during the MI task. (C) In the treatment group, the activation intensity of the 
left S1, right supramarginal gyrus, and right angular gyrus was higher after training compared with before training during the ME task. (D) In the 
treatment group, the activation intensity of the cerebellum bilaterally, left inferior temporal gyrus, left sub-gyral gyrus, right angular gyrus, corpus 
callosum, and S1 bilaterally during the MI task was higher after training compared with before training. (E) In the control group, the activation 
intensity of the left supramarginal gyrus and right occipital lobe during the ME task was higher after training compared with before training. (F) In 
the control group, the activation intensity of the left pons during the MI task was higher after training compared with before training.
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MP combined with PP activated the left S1 cortex, right 
cerebellum, and corpus callosum, following decreased ac-
tivation in the right M1, and this activation was related 
to motor skill learning and interhemispheric interaction. 
Functional reorganization may thus be correlated with hand 
function recovery in stroke patients.

There are some limitations of the current study. Future 
studies should focus on the dynamic relationship among 
active brain regions. Moreover, new methods could be used 
to analyze fMRI data. Functional improvement in daily life is 
the ultimate goal of rehabilitation, and more research focus-
ing on this outcome is needed.
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